Mobile phones are the "killer app" of the Information Age. By year-end 2007, wireless networks enlisted 3.3 billion subscribers globally, more than one-half of every living man, woman and child. 4 This mass-market success puts mobile penetration far above fixed line telephony, with a mere 1.3 billion subscribers, and fixed line Internet access, with about 1.5 billion subscribers. 5 Indeed, the most exciting growth opportunities for "online" applications are riding on connectivity via the "wireless web." Organizations such as the World Bank now look to such emerging markets as driving economic growth. "The cell phone is the single most transformative technology for development," opines Jeffrey Sachs, Professor of Economics at Columbia University. For all this excitement, cellular phone networks are being harshly critiqued -as per their structure and performance -in the United States. In early 2007, Columbia University law professor Timothy Wu argued that the U.S. wireless market offered a "mixed picture." 8 On the one hand, operators had "succeeded in bringing wireless telephony at competitive prices to the public." markets, to the detriment of consumers." 10 To counter these asserted inefficiencies, Wu proposed a "Wireless Carterfone" regime: o bar the "locking" of devices to a single carrier; o require carriers to allow, as some carriers do now, the attachment of any compatible and non-harmful network device; o a general ban on the blocking of internet content.
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This agenda springs from a critique of the vertical structure of mobile operators:
The industry should re-evaluate its "walled garden" approach to application development, and work together to create clear and unified standards for developers. Application development for mobile services is stalled, and it is in the carriers' own interest to try and improve the development environment. 12 This paper departs from the policy questions raised by Prof. Wu to explore the changing nature of vertical mobile market structure. I argue that Carterfone is inaptly applied to wireless markets, and that it would be counter-productive to overrule antitrust rules by categorically banning vertical restraints. Mobile markets have developed complex mechanisms for economic cooperation that involve vertical integration (via contract and ownership) and have intense horizontal platform competition. Professor Wu's case -targeting an innovative product such as Apple's iPhone -itself reveals the error of a blanket exclusion of vertical strategies.
I. Vertical Integration in General and in Mobile
The analytical framework developed by Ronald Coase in 1937 13 models firm scope and structure decisions in a cost-benefit analysis. How much of the final product a firm seeks to create, and what components it purchases from other suppliers, reflect the benefits of scale or scope economies, on the one hand, and specialization, on the other. This choice-making process applies with equal force to contracts that define options for consumers to substitute other components in place of those selected or produced by the firm.
14 There is no categorical efficiency in using "the price system" to purchase inputs from outside suppliers, nor in integrating to supply such products internally. In each instance, firms strive to balance costs against benefits to reach the efficient mode.
Vertical integration facilitates some forms of economic cooperation at the expense of others. The purpose of bringing activities within the scope of the firm is, in fact, to 10 Ibid.
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Ibid., p. 390. Wu also recommends disclosure requirements, though such consumer information requirements are already imposed by the Federal Trade Commission. 12 Ibid. bypass arms length transactions at market prices. Some of the avoided transactions may have yielded profitable outcomes for the firm; the wager made in integrating is that the overall strategy pays off. The firm's objective is not a perfect record but a structure and scale that profitably align the incentives of cooperating economic agents -suppliers, partners, investors, and customers. In this pursuit, firms merge or divest, produce or buy, and adopt a range of contractual forms, including those that define the terms of the packages sold to buyers.
Consumers benefit from this process. When the creator of a wireless network invests capital to assemble radio spectrum, base stations, backhaul fiber links, electronic control systems, handsets, and a raft of other inputs to supply mobile communications, multiple opportunities are born. The motivation of the investor is to capture a share of the revenues that will thus be generated, maximizing profit. Coordination of complementary service providers will be achieved implicitly or explicitly. Done well, the emergent "mobile ecosystem" will maximize profits for the network provider.
Maximizing profit does not equate to maximizing profit share; hence, the mobile network operator has little economic incentive to "monopolize" the flow of economic gains. To enlist support from a range of firms -technology suppliers, handset makers, infrastructure vendors, application developers -non-carrier profits must be available for appropriation. Dynamically balancing this value-creating profit-chase among producers of complements while simultaneously preserving and protecting its own appropriable profit opportunity is the challenge faced by the network.
To characterize vertical integration or restraints as categorically anti-competitive reveals two important errors.
First, it presupposes a well-defined module in which a carrier must efficiently be confined. No such module exists. As Coase found in his near-tautological description of the firm: efficient boundaries are where you find them. Outside of market survivorship, such contours are ill-defined. Second, the coordination across contours, however defined, is efficient across a wide class of phenomenon. This is both because the base platform supplier is able to extract value by pricing platform access (with one-sided or two-sided transactions), and because the platform owner broadly internalizes net gains from organizational investments. This incents the owner to carefully pre-empt various common interest tragedies 15 that would dissipate platform value.
Firms vertically integrate when they expect inputs are more efficiently produced than purchased. At a slightly more nuanced level, firms may seek to mitigate a complement producer's opportunistic behavior either by owning them or by entering into "exclusionary" long-term contracts with them. 16 Alternatively, manufacturers often seek to impose restrictions on downstream retailers of their products, either to keep resale prices higher or lower than otherwise. Either type of restriction has been shown to generally serve consumer interests by protecting against "double marginalization" (monopoly pricing by retailers) or mitigating the incentive to free ride on product service investments made by others.
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In general, firms have strong incentives to improve the performance of upstream and downstream producers on whom their product sales greatly depend. Platform builders internalize gains from the efficiencies created in ancillary, complementary markets. Conversely, firms that retain key ownership rights may extract the full value of the innovation irrespective of their vertical involvements, the "one monopoly" story.
Nonetheless, anti-competitive outcomes may result from vertical integration. As shown by economic theory, opportunities for output restriction may exist when firms vertically integrate to evade price controls, restrict customer access to nip an emerging horizontal competitor in the bud, or use integration or vertical restraints to engage in price discrimination. 18 The use of integration to escape regulation was of direct concern in Carterfone, but not with modern cellular networks, as discussed in the next session.
The remaining anti-competitive stratagems must be evaluated empirically. As noted in a recent review of the literature, however: "empirical analyses of vertical integration and control have failed to find compelling evidence that these practices have harmed competition, and numerous studies find otherwise."
19 This paper, in examining mobile markets, finds no headline to report that would disrupt that consensus. Wireless carriers have become increasingly modular, not insular, as their markets have matured and their networks have grown. Moreover, increasing use of the mobile ecology to supply network users has also been facilitated with extensive and continuing network management, including exclusive contracts and vertical restraints. These approaches appear to be creating a rich environment for industry growth, consumer welfare generation, and innovation at the edge of the network.
III. Carterfone Not

A. The Carterfone Analogy is Inapt
AT&T was subject to extensive regulation by the FCC and state public service commissions following the Communications Act of 1934 and for decades thereafter. This regime resulted in a network that was closed, inefficient, and anti-competitive. The FCC determined in the 1950s, for instance, that Hush-a-Phone devices were "deleterious to the telephone system and injures the service rendered by it" and could not be attached to the network. 20 This regulatory determination was overturned by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in 1956.
Over a decade later, the FCC, citing Hush-a-Phone, overturned regulated tariffs in its Carterfone decision. 21 This policy represented a shift in regulatory strategy. The rationale for requiring that AT&T's telephone customers be permitted to connect to "foreign" devices or networks was based on two primary considerations, each of which was crucial:
(a) the AT&T network was a monopoly, (b) the network was regulated via rate-of-return rules.
Monopoly. Not only did AT&T enjoy market power, it was protected by exclusive franchises. No firm was authorized to offer service in rivalry with AT&T for local or long distance telecommunications. (MCI received limited authority to offer private line long distance services in 1969. 22 This authority was subsequently expanded, allowing for competition in long distance markets. The 1996 Telecommunications Act pre-empted state monopoly in local telecommunications service.) A monopolist may have incentives to inefficiently pre-empt independently supplied vertical services which could develop into competitive platforms. Hence, AT&T might have refused to interconnect with wireless phone services (such as Carterfone), to stifle a new communications system that -while complementary at its inception -might burgeon into a substitute over time.
Regulation. Being subject to rate-of-return regulation, AT&T was limited in the prices it charged and the profits it earned by supplying lines. Price controls were set at levels determined by AT&T's costs. A means for AT&T to relax its profit constraint was available via vertical services supplied in unregulated markets. If the firm invested in these services with funds that raised its fixed line costs, regulators would grant a rate increase. While accounting profits in the regulated market would remain constant, economic profits in the unregulated market would increase. This cross-subsidy strategy made AT&T's integration problematic.
Competitive, unregulated markets eliminate the Carterfone rationale. An unregulated firm cannot subsidize inefficient vertical integration by increasing costs in other sub-markets. If it attempted to do so, it would simply reduce its profits, dollar for dollar. Not being rate-of-return regulated, it has no opportunity to stick customers with rate increases so as to maintain returns. Vertical integration must pay for itself. Hence, vertical integration will generally be efficient, absent regulation. Even when undertaken by a monopolist, inefficient bundling decisions would be constrained by the complementarities between vertical products: firms profit by the availability of desirable complementary products, which raise demand for their goods and services. The notable exception is where the firm sees the complement as a potential competitive threat. That is why antitrust law is sometimes applied to vertical activities by firms with monopoly power. 23 Yet, lacking monopoly power, 24 attempts to thwart consumers' use of efficient vertical services will fail, as competitive providers profit from supplying what a firm unreasonably limiting consumers' choices will not. 25 In short, profit incentives align with consumers' interests, such that firms are driven to provide packages that feature the efficient level of access to vertical servicesor firm scope, in the Coasean analysis. This straightforward logic largely explains why, when the FCC authorized personal communications service (PCS) licenses in 1992, the Commission found regulation inappropriate:
[W]e expect PCS to be a highly competitive service… [R]egardless of whether PCS is determined to be a private or common carrier service, there will be no captive customers who must take the service from a monopoly (or near monopoly) service provider, and government rate and service regulation should not be necessary to protect customers from monopoly abuse. As in the U.S. v. Microsoft case, where Microsoft's tactics in competing with Netscape's browser (a complement to Microsoft's operating system software, Windows) were thought by the government to constitute a strategy to protect the underlying operating system from competition. 24 Horizontal competitors may, at least theoretically, collude to create and share monopoly power. This strategy must overcome prisoners' dilemmas, and is in any event illegal under the antitrust laws. 25 How is it, then, that Hush-a-Phone and Carterfone rules appear to have succeeded in promoting competition, given that they imposed arbitrary regulatory interfaces on the existing fixed-line telephone network? This question has been partly answered by the monopoly and regulatory distinctions discussed above. Another response is to note that the attachment rules were much less than a complete success; the U.S. Government moved to divest AT&T in an antitrust case that ultimately dismembered the monopoly. More pointedly, an answer is supplied by Gerry Faulhaber, 29 who has examined episodes in which "open access" requirements appear to have succeeded and those in which they have failed.
He finds "a transaction cost theory of the firm" useful. He observes that "open access" will not likely be successful where "transactions… are best done within the firm," 30 writing that, "transaction costs thus help define the optimal boundary of the firm: all complex transactions take place inside the boundary and only simple transactions take place across that boundary."
31 This is consistent with standard industrial organization theory. Carliss Baldwin writes about the natural tendency of markets to separate a chain of production into a network of tasks featuring "thin crossing points (module boundaries) and thick crossing points (module interiors). Although transactions can be placed in both types of locations, transaction costs are lower at module boundaries." 32 Faulhaber's policy conclusion for telecoms is that the wall-plug modularity that helped introduce competitive customer premises equipment (CPE) into the AT&T monopoly following Carterfone (and other decisions) offered a relatively simple transaction that -by the nature of the network interface -did not need coordination with other users or suppliers of the network.
[A] simple technical specification could enable an existing industry to sell CPE to customers and seamlessly plug into the existing telephone industry, all at very low transactions cost. In other words, the CPE/network interface is a "natural" market boundary, in which transactions cost are very low. The FCC deregulation of CPE thus transformed a somewhat unnatural integration of CPE and the network into the more natural market disintegration at very low cost. UNE-P resale program --to induce competitive local exchange service. These network sharing, or "open access" rules, were overturned by federal courts and then abandoned by the FCC, allowing the experiment to be performed in reverse. It was then found that facilities-based competition accelerated in the absence of mandatory sharing rules. Neither considers whether efficiencies are generated by the vertical integration of carriers (by contracting with manufacturers) into handsets. 37 Yet, experiments have been performed, both in markets where networks have adopted "strong bundling" strategies, and in markets where regulators have banned the bundling of handsets with mobile network services. The latter episodes are discussed here; the case of DoCoMo i-mode's "strong bundling" is taken up below.
The first noteworthy aspect of policies to ban handset subsidies, one regulatory approach used to reduce bundling, is that it is explicitly anti-competitive. Carrier subsidies are a source of pro-consumer rivalry, and curtailing the practice directly injures subscribers. In South Korea, regulators have attacked subsidies by going the extra mile and, on a temporary basis, prohibiting mobile carriers "from signing up new subscribers," a policy "likely to slow down the country's fiercely competitive wireless market and enable companies to invest in networks and facilities instead of marketing, an official at the Korea Communications Commission said."
38 According to a KCC member, "With handset subsidies, the replacement cycle kicks in too quickly resulting in wasted resources and unfair competition [and] that is why the government bans it."
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In Japan, a similar protectionist policy has been pursued. "Pushed by the Japanese regulator, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, domestic carriers are going to gradually lessen their dependency on handset subsidies." 40 The phase-out is "blamed (rightly or wrongly) for declining sales this year." 41 The result? "DoCoMo (DCM) profits are up on the change, and more consumers have less expensive monthly plans."
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Of course, "less expensive" plans likely deliver less service, and do not constitute, a priori, net gains for customers. The fact that subscribers have older, less functional handsets is a loss for both those subscribers and the network as a whole.
Interestingly, the last two markets in Europe to effectively ban the bundling of handsets with network service have been Finland and Belgium. In Finland, however, slow rates of 3G technology adoption were blamed on the policy; the policy was then eliminated. A recent study notes:
The Finnish Parliament allowed bundling excluding 2nd generation, starting April 2006. In practice this has lead to consumers buying subsidized 3G handsets. In Finland 3G has taken off because of bundling. There is a clear cause and effect relationship between allowing bundling and 3G becoming popular in Finland. 43 This conclusion is echoed in another paper, which finds that, "In Finland, handset bundling has proved to be an effective driver of 3G adoption. Thus, one could claim that the decision to permit focused 3G subsidization was a successful move. It has opened doors for services markets as many economists anticipated." 44 There is a straightforward rationale for this, which goes to the heart of the vertical integration issue. Technologist Charles Jackson emphasizes that "handsets are part of the network," 45 and this reality drives economic organization. The customer obtains various benefits from owning a mobile handset, and forms her demand price based on those perceived opportunities. The network owner, on the other hand, values the handset for the same reasons and some additional ones. An example relates to the spectral efficiency of the cell phone. Although airwave emissions reduce other users' opportunities, it is not a factor for the individual polluter who will have no incentive to spend more money on a better behaving radio. Such "pollution" costs are felt by the network, however, which sees a reduction in revenues as performance declines. Since phones tend to become more spectrally efficient over time, the network has extra incentives to speed the product cycle, with the network's interest driven by economic efficiency.
There are multiple coordination mechanisms available to properly align incentives. One path is for the network carrier to manage the platform, approving devices and subsidizing more advanced technologies. An alternative is for standards to 41 Joel West, U.S. Handset Subsidies to Be Replaced by Something Worse? SEEKING ALPHA (Dec. 15, 2008); http://seekingalpha.com/article/110665-u-s-handset-subsidies-to-be-replaced-by-something-worse. 42 Ibid. be set for equipment, by manufacturers and carriers, establishing industry-wide performance criteria and pushing a time path for upgrades. While the mechanisms differ, and are not mutually exclusive, neither allows the consumer to exercise a fully unconstrained handset choice. Certain options are ruled out to protect network functionality. Operators, competing on network quality and handset quality, internalize efficiencies.
Another potential externality involves the creation of critical mass for new mobile applications. With the emergence of 3G data services, network effects are pronounced. An increase in the size of the potential audience drives content developers to invest in new services; this in turn produces new demand to join the 3G network. But there is a "chicken and egg" problem. Being the first consumer to buy an expensive 3G handset is a risky proposition; perhaps it is better to let the applications develop first. By buying expensive handsets for customers, the carrier assists market formation. Content developers thrive and consumers benefit. And the carrier extracts returns through increased subscribership, usage charges and, potentially, a share of application revenues.
This vertical integration enables gains from trade. 46 In the absence of such economic coordination, common interest tragedies may easily result. As in Belgium, the last E.U. country to ban handset bundling (and subsidies) by network operators, where the iPhone sells for the highest prices in the world:
Mobistar (Belgium): Ridiculous Unlocked Hardware Prices, With a Contract Due to Belgian law, all phones must be sold unlocked. That means the iPhone is not eligible for a subsidy, and the 16GB will run you a massive €615 (that's US$982). You can buy it without activation of a contract, but if you want to actually use the phone in Belgium with Mobistar service, they've still got you for a two-year contract, the most generous of which has a 1GB data cap and 540 minutes for €60 (US$96)--kind of defeats the purpose of forcing sales of unlocked phones, no? 47 The backlash over this has led Belgian policy makers to attempt to get the ban overturned by Parliament. 
IV. Evolution of Mobile Networks and Handset Platforms in the U.S.
A. Two Views of Industrial Organization
A chasm exists between communications policy and economic analysis. The communications policy approach characterizes the Internet as architecturally designed for freely traveling "end to end" (e2e) traffic flows. Sometimes referenced as the "dumb pipes" model, the vision is that the networks transporting bits indiscriminately accommodate data flows to the edge of the Internet, where end users have access -on non-discriminatory terms and conditions -to all information, applications and transmission services. This structure is said to protect innovation by constraining the discretion of transport network providers (eliminating 'gatekeepers'), who might otherwise seek to vertically integrate and then exclude competing information services. 49 This vision clashes with the economic view of the Internet, in which the component parts -at both the transport and content/application layers -are modeled as enterprises that interconnect on negotiated terms that reflect (and drive) underlying efficiencies. 50 This results in the emergence of layers, as enterprises specialize, but this structure is neither imposed nor rigidly adhered to. The spontaneous evolution of the network of networks reflects a discovery process wherein new business models are explored and tested. In many cases network management -discrimination by transport providers -is efficient. 51 So, too, is price discrimination, which drives backbone providers to increase their size and scope in order to obtain preferred terms. 52 So, three, is bundling of transport and content. proprietary content and eliminate "garden walls" confirms the central role of market forces, in the economic view, as opposed to imposed design mechanisms. The communications policy perspective cites the "walled garden" as a danger to innovation. The chasm is seen most sharply in the debate over network neutrality rules. The communications policy approach tends to favor a new layer of Internet-specific regulation, 55 while the economic view sees vertical restrictions as best governed by existing antitrust law. 56 The analytical divide extends to the "wireless web." The communications policy framework characterizes vertical restraints by mobile operators as hostile to innovation by restricting "open architecture." Under the economic view, however, competition among rival platforms drives innovation, which flourishes as carriers engage in complex network management functions, internalizing complementary efficiencies.
This section attempts to describe the structure of emerging mobile networks. This effort, being a first stab at a moving target, is (at best) just a start. But in outlining the general manner in which markets tend towards modularity, and then applying this pattern to specific institutions developing in mobile markets, a more nuanced understanding of how economic development occurs is possible. Written from the economic perspective described above, it reveals how dynamic competition creates (and destroys) not just products, but modes of organization. The challenge for the policy debate is to square these facts and conclusions with the institutional mechanisms asserted to improve the performance of mobile markets.
B. Modularity and Value Appropriation
Modularity breaks a system into discrete pieces. In markets, modular construction can distribute ownership incentives across a large number of firms coordinated via standardized interfaces.
Modularity thus facilitates communication, helping the management of a complex system. 57 Partitioned pieces, or modules, may be hidden or visible. Where information is encapsulated in the node, the replacement of this so-called hidden module with a superior product does not alter the functioning of the system. 58 Conversely, a visible module contains design rules that other modules must obey in order to achieve system compatibility. 59 Modularity simultaneously yields gains from both economies of scale and specialization. When workable interfaces are achievable at low cost, competitive forces are unleashed to create complementary components of a value chain. Modularity eases entry by innovators able to contribute specific inputs in which they exhibit comparative advantage, even when such firms exhibit little or no competence as integrated providers of a larger suite of industry outputs. This does not eliminate the role of organization in creating interfaces and coordinating production. A balancing, between the interests (and returns) of the system architect(s) and those of the satellite (external) suppliers, occurs.
A famous example involves the leadership of IBM in organizing production of the personal computer (PC). This episode is taken to illustrate the possibility of architectural failure, not because the end product was unsuccessful, but because its returns were primarily appropriated by two other contributors, Intel and Microsoft.
As this suggests, there is no categorical path to economic success in the selection of a platform model. IBM, in hindsight, appeared to have crafted too small a module for itself and too many modules for others; in common parlance, the platform was too "open" and IBM was "giving away" the value they were creating. Alternatively, the 1990s collapse in the share price of Apple Computer was widely associated with a decision not to license the Mac OS to other manufacturers of personal computers, retaining a very large and exclusive module for Apple. 60 This was widely seen as a failure, relative to the overwhelming economic success of Microsoft in pursuing a smaller module focused on operating system software.
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Farrell & Weiser recall the experience of Palm, a smartphone maker that, learning the lesson of Apple, sought to emulate Microsoft -to its ultimate demise. "Palm lost control of some important aspects of its product deployment," 62 and saw its market share fade -losing out most recently, and most ironically, to Apple iPhone.
Innovators must consider the degree to which their economic interest lies in capturing value by vertical integration or by facilitating and nurturing a broader platform. Wealthy maximization governs the choice, but circumstances determine the outcome. Carliss Baldwin and C. Jason Woodward attempt to isolate the key variables.
Outside complementors can be of great value to the system when there is a lot of "option potential" in the complementary modules… Option value is low when consumer tastes are homogeneous and predictable, and designs are on a tightly determined technological trajectory… Option value is high when consumer tastes are heterogeneous or unpredictable, and technological trajectories are uncertain… Outside complementors will be attracted to the platform if there is option value in the complements, provided the platform owner does not expropriate all the value they create…. [E]ven selfish and fairly myopic platform owners can learn to avoid "overtaxing" their ecosystem members and find a balance 60 Jim Carlton, Apple: The Inside Story of Intrigue, Egomania, and Business Blunders (New York: Random House; 1997). 61 Of course, this verdict has changed over time. Apple, surviving its "failure" last century, has emerged with an array of highly profitable proprietary products -including growing sales of its personal computers. This underscores the dynamic nature of business model competition, and the risks inherent in narrowing the scope of market choices. that yields more investment in platforms with higher option value. 63 The strategies for appropriating value from options jointly provided are complex, the stuff of which great business fortunes are made. Academic treatments may isolate the key considerations, 64 but trial and error in the marketplace will produce the outcomes. In practice, pure strategies are all but impossible. The advent of new economic opportunities shifts the efficiency constraints. Platform entrepreneurs are, therefore, constantly attempting to revise structures. The dynamics of creative destruction are such that "the network's structure and the location of transactions will be ever-changing."
C. The Mobile Ecology
Cellular networks rely on investment in infrastructure (including base stations and high-capacity backhaul facilities), radio spectrum, and mobile handsets. The evolution of the sector is rapid, exacerbated by its convergence with computing, and involves a high degree of complexity -"including contractors, equipment manufacturers, consumer electronics, platforms, enablers, content aggregators, retailers, network operators and service providers." 66 The vertical structure of carriers has been migrating towards greater modularity over time, a trend now decades old. In the earliest (pre-cellular) days of mobile telephony, carriers were highly integrated. They purchased infrastructure and customer equipment from designated vendors, installing network capital and then reselling the mobile radios to subscribers. With the emergence of cellular systems in the 1980s, vertical disintegration set in, and continues through the current migration to 3G and 4G technologies. See Figure 1 . This pattern mimics that seen in other markets, such as the computer industry. 67 While the general formulation is that greater modularity over time is the standard industry pattern, 68 the reverse trend has also been observed. that have materialized have assisted the exploitation of global economies of scale in the production of technology, chips, devices, applications, and infrastructure.
Hence, chopping the vertical supply chain more finely may result in the increasing dominance of large players. Second, the basic platform -including module boundaries and the links connecting modules --continues to be coordinated by wireless carriers. Many if not most of the independently supplied contributions enter the production process via actions taken by the network operator. Third, the cellular platform has now evolved into a 'platform of platforms.' Complementors to the network, including cell-phone operating system software developers and handset manufacturers, have in turn created their own platforms. These incorporate the work of independent firms; in the case of smartphones, such as RIM's Blackberry, Apple's iPhone, or Google's gPhone, a large part of the competitive effort involves investment in an ecosystem that will attract enterprising applications.
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Fourth, "openness" may be increasing or decreasing even as the number of independent firms in the supply chain rises. That is because the terms on which these firms collaborate are constrained, explicitly through contract or implicitly through industry standards or other measures, by platform organizers. The modularization path is multi-dimensional:
The leading cell phone vendors… first… embraced a business model styled after the PC market. Several vendors -including Nokia and Motorola -banded together to create Symbian, a shared operating system that they were all to use. Palm licensed its operating system to a spinout company, PalmSource, and it was adopted by several major vendors including Sony and Samsung. Microsoft focused on licensing its Windows CE operating system to as many companies as possible… licensee, but is investing heavily in its own version of Linux. As of early 2007, the mobile phone market appears to be headed toward a situation where the leading vendors will each have their own incompatible operating software.
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Observing evolving international markets, Dan Steinbock notes that, "In the past, a single national telecom operator used to dominate the entire mobile value system. Today, the system is specialized and globalized across business and geographic segments."
72 Firms iterate across business models, searching for the profit optimum. This discovery process leads to constant exploration and adjustment. The fact that wireless networks are trending in the same general direction suggests that efficiency is driving the migration. 73 Of course, many interesting differences are observed in the mobile markets of, say, Tokyo, Seoul, New York, London, Guatemala City, and New Delhi. In some instances, institutional differences (say, regulatory innovations) or cultural distinctions (say, strong demand for games to play during two hour daily work commutes) will be identified as drivers of these variations. Yet, it seems clear that such cross sectional factors will not eliminate the strong modularization observed across all systems. That is the rebuttable presumption in concluding that economic efficiency is the driver of changing industry structure. the late 1990s as a mobile email client for enterprise employees, handset functionality expanded to include voice and web surfing. The Blackberry has proven to be very popular among web-dependent professionals -a 2003 outage in the Blackberry email network "was especially unwelcome on Wall Street, where the devices have become practically ubiquitous" 75 -that the term "Crackberry" (coined by Andy Grove, cofounder of Intel 76 ) is commonly used to describe dedicated subscribers, including the President of the United States, rumored to be "an addict." 77 RIM pioneered cellular data applications as early as 1990. By 1997 it had developed an innovative two-way paging service in the U.S. using a narrowband data network, Mobitex, owned and operated by BellSouth. 78 The application delivered emails through a corporate server, synced mobile devices with desktops, and prevented missed communications by pushing messages to users in real-time,. The Inter@active pager sold for $249, and subscribers paid $25 per month for service. 79 Mobile network access was supplied via a wholesale contract for use of the Mobitex network by BellSouth.
80 Service coverage was expanded by subsequent deals with Motient (Datatrac), Nextel (iDEN), and numerous GSM providers (using GPRS). 81 The Blackberry was introduced in 1999. By 2002, the Blackberry 5810 delivered voice calls as well as data services, becoming RIM's first smartphone.
82 By 2008, the firm served some 21 million subscribers 83 and had a market capitalization of about $40 billion.
Network access solutions have now migrated to 3G technologies, with RIM contracting with wireless carriers. These operators supply mobile access service to RIM's customers. RIM overlays its data services on these networks, providing software for enterprise servers and maintaining its own network operations center. Most sales are generated by selling wireless handsets to carriers, who resell them to end users. Subscribers are then billed by the carrier, which shares revenues with RIM.
In addition, RIM mobile solutions services are sold directly to enterprises (such as IBM) by RIM and supplied to resellers (such as Vaultus) which then market them to 75 enterprise customers. The company has also partnered with companies such as AOL, building AOL's Instant Messenger service into Blackberrys. Soon after the terrorist attacks on the United States on Sept. 11, 2001, every member of the U.S. House of Representatives was given a Blackberry. In April 2002, RIM made its mobile operating system and hardware designs available for licensing by other equipment makers in response to competitive moves taken by the makers of personal digital assistants (PDAs), as smartphones were then called. 84 The network is proprietary in a number of key respects. Only Blackberry devices can access RIM's data services. RIM controls and manages device applications, and the operating system used employs software owned exclusively by RIM. RIM exclusively uses the OS in its devices and licenses the software to other vendors. This model proved competitive:
[By] 2007, the most successful converged phones in terms of actual data usage in the US and Europe are the e-mail devices, led by the RIM Blackberry. The Blackberry's basic screen and keyboard layout has been copied by a wide range of competitors, including the Palm Treo, Nokia Eseries, Motorola Q, and Samsung Blackjack.
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In April 2008, RIM responded to competition from another direction, mimicking iPhone's App Store by opening Blackberry App World.
Software developers like Amazon, popular on the iPhone, rushed to sign-up. 86 RIM manages the applications, but has expanded the platform to more easily integrate third party developers.
E. iPhone
The launch of the iPhone was, by industry consensus, a disruptive innovation.
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Eager consumers lined up to buy the high-priced ($599 for the most popular model, plus a two-year contract on the AT&T network) device. It took just 74 days for Apple to sell one million iPhones, 88 and less than two years to sell 21 million worldwide. 89 The iPhone was introduced on a proprietary platform, controlled by Apple and barring third party software, with service offered via an exclusive service agreement with AT&T. In 2008, Apple opened an App Store, creating a platform for independent applications, each approved by Apple and subject to a fee equal to 30% of revenues.
Apple's wireless foray yields benefits directly related to the structure of its platform. By using its proprietary mobile operating system, a modified version of its 84 FUNDING UNIVERSE, op cit. desktop OS, it offers a desirable product for iPhone users. It also enables this new wireless applications entrant (i.e., Apple) to appropriate the gains from competitive superiority in product design. By filtering applications through the Apple App Store, it both protects its brand and delivers a customer experience that increases demand. And by coordinating the interface both technically and financially, it helps independent developers market and bill for their products while extracting its share of value. Despite the vertical control imposed by the platform owners, software firms have reacted enthusiastically.
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The evident market success of this approach suggests underlying efficiencies. Not only has Apple produced strong profit growth in a deep recession, 91 it has triggered a bidding war among cellular carriers to obtain partnership rights. AT&T paid generously to outbid rivals. To the extent that Apple's innovation at the edge is consumer-pleasing, the flow of payments will encourage further edge innovators. By examining share price returns for AT&T and Apple, analysts have come to the conclusion that the iPhone, announced in early 2007, is responsible for a rise in firm capitalization of at least $25 billion. Alternatively, the effect on AT&T's share price is undetectable. This flows from the observation, seen in Figure 3 , that Apple's equity return in the two years from May 1, 2007 was about 25%, during which time the S&P 500 Index fell 40%. Attributing the entire abnormal Apple return to the iPhone -given Apple's $131 billion market cap as of May 1, 2009 --would imply an iPhone valuation of over $65 billion. Over the same interval, AT&T's share returns were roughly equal to the S&P 500. Apple's "closed" applications store, already featuring 37,000 products, generating over $1 million per day in revenues and having hosted over one billion downloads in its first year of operation, 92 helps drive these returns. Developers must submit their products to Apple for approval, with the carrier exercising its judgment in accepting or rejecting software. According to one description, Apple is looking to exclude "porn, privacybreaching tools, bandwidth-hogging apps, and anything illegal," 93 although applications that compete with (duplicate) Apple's products are also reportedly targeted. Protecting the platform from offensive content and uses that produce negative externalities serves clear efficiency goals, while reducing competition is potentially harmful to consumer interests. Yet, there is a market constraint. If it is damaging, it presents a competitive opportunity for rival platform providers to supply superior, less (or better) filtered access.
Competitive responses are triggered by Apple's profitability. In any event, rival platforms using diverse models are providing alternative content choices. Rivals are adopting filtering policies of their own, guiding usage towards approved content and imposing certain restrictions, default software applications, and fees. The presence of competitive rivals, the relative success of Apple, and the widespread adoption of their basic business model by entrants presumed not to enjoy market power suggest that iPhone innovation is pro-competitive. More users mean more people viewing pages with Google ads. "96 Google's share of mobile search traffic was (in March 2009) 97.5%. 97 Hence, Google stands to capture significant returns to the degree that it maintains high market share in the ancillary application.
Android
98 contains a proprietary core that can be understood as a hidden module. Android is licensed, without charge, to handset makers. Licenses are available to members of the Open Handset Alliance (OHS), a confederation of firms including Intel, Motorola, Samsung, Qualcomm, Texas Instruments, HTC, Sprint, T-Mobile, and DoCoMo. "Apple's device was an end in itself… Google was never in the hardware business. There would be no gPhone -instead, there would be hundreds of gPhones." 99 This potentially leaves substantial opportunities for complementors. On the other hand, the Android Application Developer Distribution Agreement mandates a 30% fee (levied on gross sales) from the third-party applications. 100 The Android Market, operated by Google, sells unscreened applications in contrast to Apple Apps certification. By early 2009, a controversy had arisen over suspected malware being posted for download.
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Google's organizational role gives it leverage in Android. Despite the open-source framework, Google products are included as default applications. A tension has arisen that appears to account for the fact that only one handset has been introduced since the Nov. 2007 formation of the OHS. While Samsung has announced that it will be introducing two models in late 2009, it recently revealed that it "drew a distinction between devices built on the Android platform and 'Google Experience' devices, which not only use Android but are also Google-centric, packed with the search giant's own applications." 102 It is useful to contrast the strategies of Google, Apple, and RIM within the lens of modularity. Google has arguably implemented the greatest degree of vertical disintegration, followed by Apple and RIM, respectively. The diverse strategies reflect their differing economic positions; namely, Google's dominance in the application space drives it to share more of the platform while leaving handset manufacturing "to the price system." In addition to lacking such complementary revenue streams, both RIM and Apple have exhibited comparative advantages (core competencies) in innovative handset design and manufacturing, thereby producing iconic devices that other vendors have striven to emulate. Google, with no such capital, loses less by relying on third party providers. Indeed, by supplying only the operating system and not the basic physical platform, Google's 30% application revenue share may be characterized as an aggressive pricing policy potentially in conflict with the claim of "openness."
The first Android phone debuted in Oct. 2008. The G1, produced by HTC, operates on the T-Mobile wireless network through an arrangement provided for by terms of the OHS. It includes a Google search button. Reviews have been mostly positive but, as with the iPhone, complaints have been made. Wired entitled its article: "T-Mobile's G1 Android Phone: Neither Open nor Exciting." . 104 This was a much slower rate of adoption than seen for the iPhone, where one million phones were sold in just 74 days, but a respectable start for the wireless entrant. Some analysts argue that, because G1 users are using their devices for more intensive web browsing, the gPhone start rivals the iPhone start in terms of usage market share.
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There are also many differences that impact unit sales. At $179, the G1 is priced far below the (8 MB) iPhone, which was introduced with a $599 price tag ($499 for the 4 MB model). Obviously, the T-Mobile network is different than AT&T's; the latter has more spectral capacity, but the ongoing T-Mobile 3G upgrade puts its available speed and coverage close to where the AT&T system was in mid-2007.
G. Summary
Mobile markets are evolving in competitiveness and structure. The production chain reveals a pronounced increase in modularity, driven by technological developments and global economic efficiencies. Greater specialization in the component parts of the service pack are now being captured by the construction of low-cost interfaces that The early cellular marketplace can be characterized as in Figure 4 . Carriers played the central role in organizing spectrum assets, investing and operating network infrastructure, selecting and purchasing handsets, and maintaining customer relationships with end users. Third party developers and technology suppliers could access the production chain through such parties as equipment vendors, but all product developments were monitored by carriers.
As suggested above, in Figure 2 , the trend has been strongly towards increased modularity. This structural reformulation is now being driven by smartphone entrants such as Apple and Google, firms possessing no wireless assets. Innovations are accessing the mobile market via unregulated contracts with carriers. Yet, the manner in which industry rents seem to be shifting in favor of such outside innovatorscomplementors of wireless networks -suggests that, if market power is in evidence, it is generated not by virtue of incumbency in telecommunications network services, but by competitive superiority in the creation of mobile solutions. This, in turn, suggests market rivalry consistent with Schumpeter's creative destruction. Entrepreneurial firms are exploiting what they create. Fundamental to this process is competition among organizational forms. As portrayed in Figure 5 , which characterizes the Apple iPhone platform, the radio maker moves to a central position in the mobile services production chain. The handset here embeds a more elaborate and complex array of applications, and operates within an expanding ecosystem designed to capture new options over time. This platform augments the carrier's network, but is owned and managed by Apple, which auctions its affiliation to the highest bidder. This limits the subscriber base of iPhones, and may in the future be abandoned in favor of RIM's all-carrier model. But it has thus far realized high returns.
FIG. 5. STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF APPLE IPHONE'S STRUCTURAL FORM
Google's mobile platform may be even more ambitious than Apple's. See Figure  6 . Google supplies the mobile operating system, as well as an applications approval process. It extracts the same fee as in the Apple Apps store -30% --but provides no smartphone. It licenses the Android OS to device makers, according to standards laid out by the Open Handset Alliance. This "opens" the structure to the creation of many more modules, and is designed to elicit wide, global support for the platform. Google appropriates value via a share of gross applications revenues, and by driving additional traffic to Google applications, particularly Google Search. 
V. DoCoMo i-mode's "Walled Garden"
Data adoption in Finland is growing slowly, but still lags far behind other countries... The main reason for this has probably been the lack of services. Finland [just began to permit] 3G focused bundling, in contrast for instance with Japan, where so called strong bundling is prevailing. Strong bundling means that a mobile operator has full control of both handset and service markets. 106 The organization of NTT's DoCoMo, the leading cellular carrier in Japan, displays a structure that looks like the early U.S. cellular market. While executing extensive platform control, DoCoMo has long offered the innovative i-mode service to develop a robust, cutting-edge mobile ecosystem."
The pioneering wireless data system first brought web access to customers in February 1999, before cellular systems were engineered for broadband (3G) applications. NTT DoCoMo 107 launched i-mode as "the first packet-based, always-on, mobile Internet service available anywhere in the world." 
VI. Dynamic Efficiency and Vertical Foreclosure
Recall the premise of Prof. Wu's call for vertical regulation of mobile networks:
The industry should re-evaluate its "walled garden" approach to application development, and work together to create clear and unified standards for developers. Application development for mobile services is stalled, and it is in the carriers' own interest to try and improve the development environment.
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The methodology implicit in this passage -not public policy analysis but management consultancy, explaining to wireless carriers what is in their "own interest" -guides the analysis. What Wu sees as anti-consumer -"walled gardens" that manage, to one degree or another, product menus -are core elements of systems dynamically adjusting to new opportunities and forcing competitive rivalry between integrated platforms. Vertical restraints yield coordinating mechanisms that permit networks to evolve, producing innovation embraced by consumers.
Prof. Wu found Apple iPhone, launched in mid-2007, to be "iPhony." 119 The complaint was directed not at the product but the business model: "If Apple wanted to be 'revolutionary,' it would sell an unlocked version of the iPhone that, like a computer, you could bring to the carrier of your choice." 120 Apple's exclusive deal departed from industry practice, but secured higher returns per phone sold, including a unique premium in the form of a share of subscription revenues for iPhone users paid to AT&T. 121 By itself, the exaction moved industry rents away from carriers and towards edge innovators. While Wu asserts that this economic dynamic is central to network development he objects to its realization in the market.
The network edge is a complement to the network core, and the Apple iPhone appears to have fortified competitive forces there as well. Apple's exclusive drove AT&T to invest aggressively in its wireless network in June 2007 (at iPhone launch), boosting its 2.5 G speeds. 122 The carrier then rapidly upgraded its system to full 3G capability in time for the iPhone3G launch in June 2008, 123 and then to further jump broadband speeds in deploying a Next Generation Network. 124 This move was part and parcel of an aggressive network improvement project driven in large measure by the demands of Apple and its iPhone customers. The wireless carrier appears to be succeeding in garnering market share, 125 while a competition between AT&T and rival carrier Verizon appears in play (Apple's exclusive agreement with AT&T Mobility ends in 2010).
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Perhaps the most important market reaction to the Apple-AT&T contract is seen in the competitive motivation it provides to both rival handset makers and wireless networks. The iPhone's splashy introduction, 127 its embrace by millions of cellular subscribers, 128 the runaway success of its exclusively tied App Store, and its high profit margins (lifting Apple's share prices substantially) have signaled investors that significant opportunities were emerging in high-quality smartphones.
This has prompted a raft of new alliances and innovative products. The most striking original feature of the iPhone, its touch screen, quickly appeared on new models produced by Samsung, HTC, and Nokia. 129 RIM opened its own "apps store," inviting third party developers to offer software for Blackberrys. And Google launched its own competing platform, the gPhone, supplying an operating system open to use by handset makers and software developers.
In short, Wu's prediction that the iPhone was a bust due to its exclusive and highly integrated business model, has been rejected by consumers and competitors. The iPhone model has triggered a healthy uptick in the smartphone submarket, invited product imitation, and brought on a new round of business model evolution. The net effect of the platform that Apple has designed is -according to Tim Wu's revealed consumer preference -superior to existing alternatives.
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VII. Conclusion
The mobile ecology is mutating, breaking into finer and finer pieces. This fragmentation crafts interfaces that invite innovation in more -and more lucrativemodules, capturing increasing returns from specialization and comparative advantage. Coordination mechanisms, implicit in the hidden modules dominant in an early stage of industry development, become explicit. This visibility leads to policy criticism.
Categorically constraining the competitive process of organizational innovation would, however, stunt the structural evolution of mobile markets. The inapt analogy of Wireless Carterfone would here solve an industrial structure problem that does not exist, and confuse antitrust analysis of anti-competitive outcomes that might develop. At a minimum, the imposition of administratively defined modules would pre-empt the means by which new contours are discovered and innovative models deployed. Because costs and benefits are internalized by the contracting parties, the process tends to efficiency and deserves protecting: 127 Modularizations, whatever their stated purpose, create new module boundaries with (relatively) low transaction costs. Modularizations thus make transactions feasible where they were previously impossible or very costly. 131 The result is that mobile markets are being shaken by the inventions of outside innovators. These rivals have created their own platforms, bringing home grown "ecologies" into the mobile marketplace via their control over handset production, mobile operating systems, or both. "Smartphones" are now commonly defined as "platforms" rather than devices.
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That non-carriers are revolutionizing the mobile marketplace heralds a tectonic intra-industry movement. In the Apple-AT&T alliance, it seems also to have shifted industry profits. The fact that carriers contractually assist in this transition testifies to the competitive forces in play.
The financial implications of this evolution, the organizational nature of the rival business models used to coordinate complex technological change, and empirical analysis of vertical foreclosure are all prime candidates for further research in this dynamically evolving marketplace.
131 Baldwin (2007) , p. 47. 132 "A smartphone is a phone that runs complete operating system software providing a standardized interface and platform for application developers" Wikipedia; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone.
